
 
To turn

Restricted
Mode on or

off:

4
tap content

preference, then
tap restricted mode

5
follow steps to
enter a password

to turn restricted
mode on/off

keeping my child safe
on tiktok

1

In the tiktok app,
tap profile at

the bottom

2
tap the menu
button at the

top

3

tap settings and
privacy

restricted mode user safety

https://support.tiktok.com/en/safety-hc/account-and-user-safety/restricted-mode
https://support.tiktok.com/en/safety-hc/account-and-user-safety/user-safety
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allows parent to link their TikTok account to
their teen's and set parental controls and

customise safety settings based on individual need.
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To link parent and teen
accounts:
1. In the TikTok app, tap
Profile at the bottom.
2. Tap the Menu button at
the top.
3. Tap Settings and privacy,
then tap Family Pairing.
4. Tap Parent or Teen.
5. Follow the steps in the
app to link accounts.

how to set up
family pairing

https://support.tiktok.com/en/using-tiktok/messaging-and-notifications/notifications
https://support.tiktok.com/en/safety-hc/account-and-user-safety/user-safety
https://support.tiktok.com/en/account-and-privacy/account-information/screen-time
https://support.tiktok.com/en/account-and-privacy/account-privacy-settings/making-your-account-public-or-private
https://support.tiktok.com/en/account-and-privacy/account-privacy-settings/direct-message


A recent report by Ofcom highlighted that over
half of 3-17-year-olds are using TikTok..

1. what is tiktok?

TikTok is a video-sharing platform where you can watch and create videos, and
livestream. The app has an age-rating of 13+.
Users can browse different videos on TikTok via a personalised feed known as the
'For You Page'. You can also search for content using topics or hashtags.

2. HOW DOES THE TIKTOK
ALGORITHM WORK?

everything you
need to know

The platform uses algorithms to show users different video content based on
their interests and other videos they watch. This means that not everyone's 'For
You Page' is the same.
Sometimes platforms also test out different types of content with similar
themes to see how we interact, so it knows what to show us in the future.

3. WHAT TYPES OF VIDEOS
ARE ON TIKTOK?

Anyone with an account can upload a video to the platform. This means that
there's a whole range of videos that feature different topics, challenges or
ideas. Some might include:

• dancing or lip-synching clips from TV shows or films SPORTS

cOMEDU SKETCHES AND FUNNY VIDEOS

RECIPES        
 

RECIPESFITNESS

NEWS OR WORLD EVENTS

user safety

https://support.tiktok.com/en/safety-hc/account-and-user-safety/user-safety


A recent report by Ofcom highlighted that over
half of 3-17-year-olds are using TikTok..

4. is tiktok SAFE
FOR CHILDREN?

everything you
need to know

TikTok can be a creative outlet for young people as it allows them to learn
about video editing and discover new interests.
However, it can be easy for children and young people to come across
inappropriate content on the app.
Because TikTok uses algorithms to show users new content, it's easy for young
people to come across inappropriate or upsetting videos. The platform also has
communication features that allow users to privately message each other which
could put your child at risk of being contacted by someone they don't know.

5. Make sure your child
signs up to TikTok with
the correct age

All accounts created by 13-16-year-olds are set to private by default. They also
have restricted access to direct messages and livestreaming. However, you should
still review the settings to ensure they've been set up correctly.

user safety

https://support.tiktok.com/en/safety-hc/account-and-user-safety/user-safety

